
Path of Curiosity:  
A Writers Group for Non-Writers

September 29 - December 1 
Thursdays at 1:00 - 2:00 

Overlake Hospital PACCAR Building AND two dates at the 
Bellevue Public Library (October 6 and November 3)  

Perhaps in your healing journey, or in life, you have relied upon your family, healthcare providers and friends 
to tell your story?  Do you yearn to tell your own story?  Writing is one of the most powerful and empowering 
ways to make meaning. YOU can change the narrative of YOUR story – or even tell a new story!  

Nobody knows what it's like to be you. 

Our group will be led by Alizabeth Rasmussen. Together, the group will explore writing in weekly sessions.  
Our curious (and frequently playful!) explorations may open new pathways for thinking about our lives and 
healing. The group is small on purpose so that everyone can share (if they want to!).

Liz Rasmussen is…

A mom, A published writer, A blogger, A Spiritual Director, A facilitator,

And...a stroke survivor.  “In 2013, I lost the ability to speak and write.  Even sending a text took all night, be-
cause I lost my pronouns (the little words are everything!).  Words got confused.  In short, I lost the ability to 
tell my story, at a time it would have been most valuable.”

The experience of living changes us every day – especially during the tough times.  I encourage you to em-
brace your life through writing, whether sad or happy or meh, to be compassionate with yourself.  To see your 
life in a different way – a seeker’s way.

Enrollment for this unique group is now open and free of charge. 

For more information or to register, contact Alizabeth (Liz) Rasmussen: alizabeth@writeclick.me or 
425-246-9921 or Jennifer Kurtz: jennifer.Kurtz@overlakehospital.org or 425-688-5904. (Enrollment is 10)
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